
 

 
 
 
Oskar Rüegg AG is an international manufacturer of high complex and quality metal parts, assemblies and 
provider of industrial services. Since over 125 years family owned, we are combining tradition and innovation 
to serve premium solutions to various industries. For our expansion in Mexico, we are recruiting a 
 

Operations Manager Bulgaria 
 

You are a technical generalist willing to help managing the growth and further optimize processes. 
 
Your challenge: 

You are responsible for all the operations including the Production, SCM and the Quality Management in our 
plant in Bulgaria. The Production line is lead by you. As you are part of the plant management, you are 
planning investments and secure their proper setup in the plant, lead the optimizations of all processes 
within your lines and develop your leaders. Depending on your background you are leading one of the lines. 
You are responsible for the budget adherence in your lines as well as an active OEE management. If 
necessary, you are participating in the projects of new lines and especially help to improve the delivery 
process from an end-to-end approach. You report directly to the plant manager. 
 
Your profile: 

You are having a technical or operations degree on applied university level or equivalent and ideally a further 
education in business management. Proven experience in an industrial environment is a must as well as 
experience in leading a production and/or operations, preferably in the stamping, tooling and assembly 
environment. Knowhow in plastic injection molding is a plus. You are familiar with the requirements of the 
Automotive Industry (IATF 16949 and VDA 6.3). As a passionate Leader with intercultural experience you 
know how to manage the potential risks occurring with that. You are ideally having an above green belt lean 
management certification. ERP System know-how in particular SAP is a big plus, thus fluent Business 
English and German is a must.  
 
Your prospects: 

We are offering a position in an entrepreneurial-thinking driven environment, in which you allowed to grow 
personally and expertise wise. As you are working for a family owned company, in which you can have an 
impact on the future of the company. Decisions are taken fast and focus is sustainable, human aspect 
oriented growth of business – never losing the fun aspect of doing business together. For questions on this 
position please contact Mr. Daniel Romer, Head of Human Resources, +41 55 415 60 28. We are happy to 
receive your CV via http://oskar-ruegg.com/apply. 
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